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We are known to be the only nation to have

sacrificed lives to establish our Mother

Tongue. 21st February is our Mother

Language Day which is celebrated as the

International Mother Language Day

worldwide due to its significance. The

annual observance is marked to convey our

gratitude to our Language Martyrs. Our

students from all grades demonstrated their

homage on this special day with various

performances, dance, song, Bangla

handwriting competitions, assembly

gatherings, artworks etc. Wearing black

and white and holding flowers, students

have also visited the Shaheed Minar in our

assembly area, a replica monument built in

memory of the martyrs, to express their

deep sorrow, respect and gratitude to them.

We salute the martyrs of our Language

Movement on this special day!

INTL. MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY CELEBRATION
A POEM ON INTERNATIONAL MOTHER

LANGUAGE DAY BY OUR CAMBRIDGE FIRST

LANGUAGE ENGLISH ASSESSMENT

EXAMINER AND FIRST LANGUAGE

ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR MR. EMRAN

JAMSHED TAHER!
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Let's gear up for the 1st workshop of the biggest cooking competition for mothers - Maggi

presents DPS STS Chef Minister - Co-sponsored by Bengal Meat! And the very first workshop is

presented to you by Le Meridien Dhaka on:

Sunday, 27 February 2022 | 7 PM (GMT +6)

You are cordially invited to register for the workshop and join us online to learn some exciting

cooking recipe with:

LEVENT KARAHAN

Executive Chef

Le Meridien Dhaka

Attendance in at least 1 workshop is mandatory to qualify for the final gala round. The gala

round will be held physically after the three workshops where the Champion Mother will be

presented with a professional certificate and trophy along with the exclusive prize money of

BDT. 100,000!!

We are extremely happy to introduce 'Maggi' as the title sponsor and 'Bengal Meat' as the Co-

Sponsor of the event!

Hurry-up and register for the 1st workshop of this grand event!

REGISTER HERE: https://tinyurl.com/27s2c7yy

Limited seats are available.

For details, please vist our website: https://dpsstschefminister.com

Don't miss out on this invaluable opportunity to become a professional chef for free!

DPS STS CHEF MINISTER || WORKSHOP 1



DPS STS School Dhaka has arranged a "Book

Displaying Programme" in the library on the

occasion of International Mother Language Day

2022. DPS STS students are invited to visit the

library premises at any time during the school

hours to know more about our language

movement from the vast collection of books

which are available in the library. This 'Book

Displaying Programme' will continue till the end

of February 2022.

We convey our sincere gratitude to the language

martyrs on this special month of International

Mother Language Day.
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DPS STS School (junior section) has arranged a

virtual ‘Bangla Handwriting Competition’ on 20,

22 and 23rd of February 2022. Students of grades

CF- 4 participated in the event with great

enthusiasm. We were overwhelmed to see the

positive response from the students. Students have

got the opportunity to present their handwriting

with correct formation of letters, punctuation,

cleanliness and aesthetics in writing through the

competition. Although it was a competition, we

can say that those who courageously participated

in the event, were all winner. The event was

executed successfully and the students enjoyed it a

lot.

BANGLA HANDWRITING COMPETITION 2021-22

'INTL. MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY BOOK DISPLAYING PROGRAMME' -
DPS STS SCHOOL LIBRARY

DEBATE SESSION
On 19th February 2022, the debate session focused

more on the application of skills taught by our

coach in previous sessions. Our brilliant debaters

showed off their incredible speaking skills by

speaking on the motion "This House regrets the

rise of coaching centers", which was the finals

motion for the Intraschool debate tournament in

2020. After each speech, the students provided

constructive criticism and feedback to their fellow

members to help them grow as debaters while

fostering teamwork amongst themselves.
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At the beginning of this month, the DPS STS Girl

Up Club officially launched their digital magazine

HERstory on their main social media platform,

Instagram. A new volume of the magazine will be

published at the beginning of every month.

HERstory will talk about women around the world

who have made a change in history. 

February is also known as the black history

month. Hence, the first volume talked about 7

powerful black women who have managed to

create history. The volume talked about Michelle

Obama, Marsha Johnson, Rosa Parks, Amanda

Gorman, Mary Mcleod Bethune, Raven Wilkinson

and Laverne Cox. The response was

overwhelming to say the least. Not only did the

post get over 180 shares, it was also reposted by a

Sorority group of Texas.

DPS STS GIRL UP CLUB DIGITAL MAGAZINE HERstory

DPS STS School in collaboration with

Bigganbaksho has been working towards making

customised STEM-Kits for its pupils. Suitable for

students of Grade 1 to 4. A prototype was

presented on 06.02.22 (Sunday) by 5 members of

the Bigganbaksho team. Ms. Sonia Afrin Zahan

(Incharge of Mathematics), Ms. Samsun Nahar

Rupa (Incharge of Geography & GP), Ms. Rainer

Alam (Incharge of Science) along with Head of

primary Ms. Juliet G Gomes & Junior Section Head

Ms. Sumona Karim respectively were a part of

this inspection team that reviewed the quality,

material and gave their suggestions on required

changes to the sample kit.

We hope to soon avail positive results which

would make DPS STS a pioneer in the field of a

school having its own STEM-Kit to ensure better,

fun learning for its students.

BIGGANBAKSHO

Valentine's Day and Pohela Falgun are the time to celebrate love and friendship and the joy of

having other people in your life. Pre-primary Learners expressed their love with their teachers

and friends by offering virtual flowers, cards, gifts and by affirming statements.

NURSERY LEARNERS
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CF learners had an interesting and exciting session

where they shared all their thoughts on Valentine's

Day in the "Fun with friends" session on Thursday,

February 17th, 2022. The learners watched a short

movie "A Small Step" during their class hour and

from the movie they learned the value of our parents

and how they sacrifice their lives for their children.

The learners brought lollipops, cupcakes, candy,

popcorn, etc, and had them during movie time. In the

end, they prepared a heart-shaped card for family

members. Learners became emotional after watching

the movie and the session ended with lots of love and

contentment.

FUN WITH FRIENDS (CF) | VALENTINE'S DAY CELEBRATION

COMPUTER SCIENCE QUIZ COMPETITION 2021-22
The Computer Science Quiz Competition 2021-22 for

Grade CF was conducted smoothly on Wednesday,

23rd February based on the students’ learning

practice, reading awareness, remembering details,

etc.It was taken in a worksheet. The competition was

among the four Houses and turned out to be an

enjoyable event.

SCIENCE CLUB QUIZ COMPETITION
The first activity initiated by the DPS STS Science

and Technology Club was the exciting online quiz

competition! The 22 questions revolved around green

energy, with topics such as carbon footprints,

hydrogen fuels, renewable and non-renewable

resources and many more! The competition was

divided amongst the juniors (5-7) and the senior (8-

10) categories. In total, 25 students participated, and

Parikshit Singh (grade 7) and Ahana Tanjim Khan

(grade 8) emerged as the winners! The quiz was

organized by the club's hard-working and determined

Interdisciplinary Science department, led by

Shabkaad Ahmed and Fahmida Afreen.

FUN WITH FRIENDS
Grade 2 students enjoyed their 'Fun with Friends'

session on 'Storytelling' with their friends and

teacher during their PC class. They watched few

educational stories first then they made their own

stories and shared with their friends and teacher.
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"Being social, benefits not only oneself but everyone in the community. Hence, it is now time for

children to go out there, build their communities and bring a positive change!"

-The leading newspaper of the country 'Prothom Alo' has published an article by our Vice

Principal Bijo Kurian.

Read the full article here:

https://tinyurl.com/bdfvh6ke

NEWS COVERAGE

A WORKSHOP ON “LETTERLAND”
The FS2 Year Leader, Ms. Maimuna Shati and

Homeroom Teacher, Ms. Tahmina Nasrin, conducted

a workshop on “Letterland”. Letterland was created

to teach phonics using a story- based approach. The

story logic engages students leading to long term

retention of concept. Letterland activates every

learning channel through music, actions,

alliteration, movement, song, art, games and role-

play.

These stories explain letter sounds & shapes,

allowing children to progress quickly to word

building, reading and writing. The Pre-Primary

teachers along with the Head of Pre-Primary of DPS

STS School participated in the session. The session

was very engaging and informative.

CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE
We are glad to share that our teacher Syeda Rumana

Hossain has participated in a webinar on 'Developing

Speaking skills for B1 Preliminary for Schools and

B2 First for Schools: A focus on pronunciation'

organized by Cambridge Assessment English and

received certificate for that. Heartiest

congratulations to her!

CAMBRIDGE TEACHER AWARDS NOMINATION CERTIFICATE
We are extremely happy to share that our teachers

Ms. Dilruba Kamal and Ms. Jarin Tasnim Naomi

have been nominated for the Cambridge Dedicated

Teacher Awards. The Dedicated Teacher Awards are

a global competition that recognise the hard work

teachers put in every day. The awards give students,

friends and colleagues all around the world the

chance to say thank you to a teacher who has made a

difference in their life. We are proud of them.

Heartiest congratulations!


